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What is a process control strategy?

Why method noise variation matters in Design Space

How this can be better understood & controlled

TakeAway

How method noise impacts upon the process

Where process control fits within QbD



A planned set of controls, derived from current 
product and process understanding, that assures 
process performance and product quality.  

“
”Ich Q10

In other words…. Get your process & methods
under control by demonstrating understanding
and control when producing your product !

CONTROL STRATEGY
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K
Knowledge 
space

Design 
space

Control space

Proven acceptable ranges 
for manufacturing (PAR)

Normal operating range 
for manufacturing (NOR)

Knowledge Space: A summary 
of all process knowledge 
obtained during product 
development

Design Space: 

Multidimensional combination & 
interaction of process 
parameters (and materials) that 
have been demonstrated to 
meet the CQAs

Design Space (& other spaces)

Control Space: Process set points 
& normal operating ranges (NOR)

Process

Control Space

Design Space

CQAs met

OUTPUTS

INPUTS

Set point

QbD: The process Control 
Space can be moved 
anywhere within the Design 
Space but still meet CQAs



Control 
Space

Control Space

Design Space

Knowledge Space

…Parameter movements that occur within the design space 
are not subjected to regulatory notification. … ”Ich Q8

“
Design Space (& other spaces)



Design Space (& other spaces)

Design Space 
We have our design space where we 
know that if the product remains within, 
then we meet our CQA requirements, 
i.e. potency, residuals clearance.  

Assay Variance
However, we know from our assay 
qualification work that the potency 
assay is variable.  This noise must be 
reflected in our model to avoid nasty 
surprises.   

Control Space 
Within the design space we have our 
control space.  This is the normal 
operating range in which we run our 
process.   This control space may 
reflect the maximum control that we 
have over a particular parameter . 



Design Space (& other spaces)

Assay Variance
If we reflect our assay noise into the 
model then we see that our design 
space shrinks.  It may even encroach 
into our control space mean that we 
could begin to fail batches. 

• We move our process parameters 
into the design space

• We tighten our control of the 
control space

• OR we improve our estimate of the 
precision and better control our 
assay

It may even encroach into our control 
space mean that we could begin to fail 
batches.   



Analytics
&

Noise

I’ve nothing left to learn 
about my method…



Analytics & Process Noise
Inextricably linked

product variation + 
assay variation +
inaccuracy

Some satisfactory OOS batches likely to fail (potentially costing £Ms) 
because of  combination of assay method & process inaccuracy & variation

A few unsatisfactory 

batches may even 

pass specification

due to a combination 
of assay method and 
process variability
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Tame Analytical noise



Total assay noise

(intermediate precision)

Replicate noise (repeatability)

Operator noise

Occasion noise

What is the 

breakdown of 

noise in your 

assay?

Tame Analytical noise



Lots of data

15

≠ value or understanding



Target Potency

Occasion

Operator

Replicate

Well structured designed experiments can investigate assay noise

A nested approach to assay qualification or validation will mean that you 
can work out the variance associated with each component of the assay, 
i.e. how much is due to replicate, operator, occasion, etc.  

It all combines to form total or intermediate precision which is the number 
you want. 

Tame Analytical noise
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Tame Analytical noise

Target 
Potency

11%

Occasion
24%

Operator
26%

Replicate
39%

Variance Components

Factor df Variance Std Dev % Total

Target Potency 7 0.0002 0.0144 11%

Occasion 8 0.0005 0.0214 24%

Operator 8 0.0005 0.0225 26%

Replicate 168 0.0007 0.0272 39%

191 0.0019 0.0437 100%

ICH Precision Variance Std Dev RSD Method

Repeatability 0.0007 0.0272 2.72% 38.82%

Intermediate Precision 0.0012 0.0342 3.42% 61.18%

Reproducibility 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.00%

Total Method 0.0019 0.0437 4.37% 100.00%

Why is this information useful?



Without understanding

there can be no 

CONTROL (strategy)

We need to find the sweet spot

?



Tame Analytical noise

Why is this information useful?

No of Std. Err RSD of

Replicates of Mean df Mean

1 0.0437 40 4.37%
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Tame Analytical noise

Why is this information useful?

No of Std. Err RSD of

Replicates of Mean df Mean

1 0.0359 19 3.59%
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Tame Analytical noise

Why is this information useful?

No of Std. Err RSD of

Replicates of Mean df Mean

1 0.0360 19 3.60%
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Tame Analytical noise

Why is this information useful?

No of Std. Err RSD of

Replicates of Mean df Mean

1 0.0256 7 2.56%

2

4

8

Occasion

Operator

Replicate

By powering the assay with 
replication in the right areas we 
reduce the %CV from 4.37% down 
to 2.56%.



Without understanding

there can be no 

CONTROL (strategy)

• It allows us to understand where the noise exists within our assay

• It allows us to make rationale decisions about how and where to power 
the replication 

• It ensures that we don’t add replicates (and valuable resource) into areas 
that will have little impact on the noise that affects our estimates 

The Benefits

?



Design Space (& other spaces)

Assay Variance
By understanding the variance we can 
get a clearer understanding of our 
design space boundaries.

By improving our estimate of the 
precision we better improve our model 
and gain confidence that batches will 
all meet their CQAs

In addition, it allows us to understand 
where the noise exists within our assay 
and make rationale decisions about 
how and where to power the replication 
ensuring that we don’t add replicates 
into areas that will have little impact on 
the noise affecting our estimates.  



The

WrapUp

Better under a process control strategy

Why method noise matters in process Design Space

How this can be better understood & controlled

How method noise impacts upon the process

Where process control fits within QbD



www.greyrigge.com
www.prismtc.com

For more information on training & consultancy 
please see our websites below:

http://www.greyrigge.com/

